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ABSTRACT

PHEMTO (protein pH-dependent electric moment
tools) is released in response to the high demand
in protein science community for evaluation of elec-
trostatic characteristics in relations to molecular
recognition. PHEMTO will serve protein scientists
with new advanced features for analysis of protein
molecular interactions: Electric/dipole moments,
their pH-dependence and in silico charge
mutagenesis effects on these properties as well as
alternative algorithms for electric/dipole moment
computation—Singular value decomposition of
electrostatic potential (EP) to account for reaction
field. The implementation is based on long-term
experience—PHEI mean field electrostatics and
PHEPS server for evaluation of global and local
pH-dependent properties. However, PHEMTO is
not just an update of our PHEPS server. Besides
standard electrostatics, we offer new, advanced
and useful features for analysis of protein molecular
interactions. In addition our algorithms are very fast.
Special emphasis is given to the interface—intuitive
and user-friendly. The input is comprised of the
atomic coordinate file in Protein Data Bank format.
The advanced user is provided with a special input
section for addition of non-polypeptide charges.
The output covers actually full electrostatic charac-
teristics but special emphasis is given to electric/
dipole moments and their interactive visualization.
PHEMTO server can be accessed at http://phemto.
orgchm.bas.bg/.

INTRODUCTION

Evaluation of electric/dipole moments of protein mole-
cules is of utmost significance in two lines of thought
and research—as a fundamental characteristic of molecu-
lar charge distribution and as a necessary step towards
elucidation of protein networks interaction physics. It is

considered to underlie the structure–function relationship
(1–3). Protein molecules are notorious for their complex
charge subsystem and hard to model dielectrics. Simula-
tion strategies range from continuum dielectric methods
(4) to explicit approach for dealing with polarizability (5).
The former have their theoretical roots in Tanford–Kirk-
wood dielectric cavity scheme, analytical solution of
Poisson–Boltzmann equation, non-linear numerical finite
difference (6) and boundary element algorithms (7) as well
as sophisticated empirical generalized Born solutions (8).
Explicit treatment of polarizability, even at its modest
linear response level comes at high-computational price
and through sophisticated molecular modeling proce-
dures. Thus, it seems inadequate to address the immediate
need of a protein scientist at the lab workbench, of a struc-
tural bioinformatics and genomics expert or system
biologist analyzing molecular interaction networks. We
have offered a reliable solution 3 years ago (9) and
though useful and unique (pH-dependence), it did not
extend beyond basic electrostatic characteristics. These
include protein–proton binding, ionic sites proton popula-
tion, proton affinity (pKa values), free energy electrostatic
term, Coulomb interaction with whole charge multipole,
EP distribution, etc. Now we offer a service that do not
only upgrades but brings qualitatively new functionality.
This gives the scientist insightful functional hints. To the
best of our knowledge, no one has offered till now, fast
pH-dependent calculation of electric/dipole moments
as well as in silico analysis of charge mutagenesis effect
upon them. Early attempts to model pH dependence
of electric/dipole moments were worth as first endeavor,
but do not seem to account for self-consistency of protein
charge subsystem (10). On the other hand, current services
for dipole moment calculation, despite being useful
and motivating for the community, do not address
pH-dependence of charge distribution (11). PHEMTO
(Protein pH-dependent electric moment tools) electro-
statics algorithms proper are fast, with reasonable,
sound physics background and reliability proven by
numerous benchmarks—unequivocal validation by com-
parison with experimental studies as shown in a number
of peer-reviewed publications over the years (12–14).
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Our recent algorithmic improvement for electric/dipole
moment calculation (singular value decomposition of EP
distribution) is offered as an alternative to common algo-
rithms based on the first moment of charge distribution
after converged self-consistent electrostatic calculation
(15,16): an approach taking into account reaction field
effects. An additional asset is the interactive visualization
of computed electric/dipole moment vectors. We express
confidence that our PHEMTO server (Supplementary
Material 1—Figure S1–1) is a nice tool for experimentalist
to compare their results against theoretical data as well
as for the in silico scientists to get deeper insights
and enlightment in the way protein structure relays func-
tion through its highly cooperative and self-consistent
charge network. In the spirit of modern web tools, we
would like to emphasize that being fast and easy to use
this PHEMTO electrostatics server is suitable for first
acquaintance and training in the field of theoretical
biophysics.

METHODS

Protein electrostatics interaction algorithms—the physics
behind it all

Whatever branch for dipole/electric moment calculation at
our PHEMTO server is chosen, the first computational
stage boils down to a self-consistent electrostatics interac-
tion algorithm. At this level of PHEMTO Server workflow
organization, we give preference to the extensively used
and tested iterative mean-field scheme (9, 12–16). For pur-
poses of comparison, we employ also Poisson–Boltzmann
equation numerical solver. Protein–solvent boundary
is numerically described by atomic static accessibilities.
A modification of Lee–Richards algorithm (17) has been
employed for this definition. We differentiate two types
of charges—a division motivated not only by formal algo-
rithmic ideas, but also because of the physical principles
elicited in this way (i) permanent (pH-independent) ‘par-
tial charges’ and (ii) proton-binding sites with pH-depen-
dent ‘titratable charges’. Subsequently, these two sets are
required to differentiate two types of electric moments—a
constant dipole moment from permanent partial charges
and pH-dependent electric moments (Figures S1–2, A–D).
The model accepts experimentally measured pKa of model
compounds (e.g. N-acetyl amides of each i-th ionogenic
amino acids) (pKmod, i) and evaluates Born term—linear
response approximation. Partial charges assume values
from molecular mechanics parameterization sets—
AMBER and PARSE. Hydrogen atom charges have
been accounted for in the framework of all atom force
field models.

The pair-wise interaction between any i- and j-th
ionic groups counts contributions from charge–charge,
charge–dipole and dipole–dipole interactions, which can
be simulated by an empirical three exponential curve:
Wijðr,akÞ ¼

P
k ðak= r

k
ij Þ: The ak were estimated by a

non-linear procedure by minimizing the functional F(a1,
a2, a3) (18):

Fða1,a2,a3Þ ¼

Z
pHi @Zexp pHi
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� �
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� ��2
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where the values of Zexp are taken from experimental data
and Zth are the calculated values of the protein net charge
as a function of pH. It was found that a1, a2 and a3 values
are practically constants for a great number of proteins.
The pH-dependence of the EP (el, i (pH) at the i-th
proton-binding site in PHEI was evaluated according to:

�el,i pHð Þ ¼ 2:3RT
X

j6¼i
Qj pHð ÞWij 1� SAð Þ
� �

,

where Qj (pH) is defined by degree of dissociation or
statistical mechanical proton population of given H+-
binding site; Qj (pH)= (1 – <sj>) and – <sj> for basic
and acidic groups, respectively, where <sj>=10(pH – pKj)/
[1+10(pH–pKj)]. Thus, using fractional pH-dependent
charge of each j-th group, we can find the pH-dependent
net-charge of the whole molecule, Z(pH) i.e. potentio-
metric titration curve. The case of the isoelectric point
(Z=0 i.e. pH=pI) is the ionization state, which admits
the notion of dipole moment of a protein molecule; oth-
erwise one thinks in terms of electric moment—first
moment of charge distribution. Before iterative procedure,
the server calculates the following intrinsic constant:
pKint, i= pKmod, i+�pKBorn, i+�pKpar, i, where pKmod, i

is the pKa of the i-th site according to model compounds;
�pKBorn, i is the Born self-energy of the i-th; and �pKpar, i

is the contribution of the i-th site interacting with the set
of partial (permanent, fixed) atomic charges. For each step
of the iterative self-consistent method, we estimate:

pKa,iðpHÞ ¼ pKint,i þ pKtit,i ¼ pKint,i

þ 1=2:3RTð Þ
X
j6¼i

Qj pHð Þ Wij � C
� �

1� SAð Þ
� �

,
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where C is the Debye–Hückel term for ionic strength.
The term pKtit, i is the pKa shift of the i-th site caused by
interactions with all other proton-binding groups.

Electric/dipole moment calculation—the PHEMTO modes

Inasmuch as biomolecules are a type of complex systems
for which we nevertheless can calculate many properties
from fundamental principles, electric moments occupy an
unusual, if not unique, position in protein physics science.
They may constitute an immensely valuable arena for
investigating both the power and conceptual status of gen-
eral principles of the way modern science relates atomic
structure to function. Propositions range from gross the-
oretical challenges and conceptual issues (19) to implica-
tions in the context of specific interaction mechanisms
such as protein assembly (Figures S1–3, A and B), pro-
tein–ions interaction (Figures S1–3, C–E) (20), inhibitor
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mechanism via electric moment effector (B2S)
(Figures S1–4; S1–5, A–D) (15), protein–protein interac-
tion (Figures S1–6, A–D) (20–23), protein–DNA binding
(24), enzyme substrate steering (25), catalysis (26), pK
control by molecular macro dipole (27), pore formation
in lipid membranes (28), function of voltage-gated ion
channels (29). Furthermore electric moments are amena-
ble to experimental determination e.g. electro–optical
measurements (30–34), direct electrostatic force measure-
ments in charged monolayer setting (35), which altogether
entail renewed endeavour in verification of theoretical cal-
culations through electric moment measurements.
PHEMTO server attempts to empower the user to com-

pare and interpret complementarily several approaches
in exploring protein charge distributions in terms of elec-
tric/dipole moments. All of them take into account subtle
issues in accounting for ionization states—appropriate
treatment of pH-dependence and self-consistence.
Dissection of individual residues contributions to electric
moment values (through in silico mutagenesis—see below)
is also among the features worth consideration.
Upon coming at a stage where convergence of the

charge system is achieved (at specified threshold level),
PHEMTO server provides three alternatives to cope
with the diverse needs and specific requirements for elec-
tric moment calculation by the protein scientist.

(1) A standard, straightforward method, that relies on
the first moment (m) of charge distribution:

k pHð Þ ¼ kpermþkq pHð Þ

¼ 4:803
X
j

Qj permð Þ�Rjþ
X
i

Qi pHð Þ�Ri

( )
,
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where Qj (perm) comes as permanent charge contri-
bution [peptide and non-ionisable side chains
(PARSE molecular mechanics charge set)], Qi(pH)
comes as proton concentration-dependent contribu-
tion taken after iterative electrostatic procedure has
converged (mean-field method) at desirable thresh-
old, R being charge sites coordinates. Factor 4.803
convert charge � Angstrom (e.Å) units to Debye (see
Implementation section). This is the fastest approach.
For some systems, especially for proteins in mem-
branes and low-dielectric environment this may suf-
fice to give a good match with experiment. However,
cases requiring stringent account for the reaction field
effects, that counteract vacuum values of electric
moment, need special treatment (36). Dipole
moment calculation is performed with respect to the
origin of the coordinate system which is also refer-
ence for the protein atom coordinates.

(2) A step towards improvement of dipole/electric
moment calculation bears reminiscence of the
so-called CHELPG procedure (Charges from ELec-
trostatic Potentials using a Grid-based method)

(37)—a rigorous scheme exploited in standard ab
initio studies of small molecules. Other
computational schemes for potentially derived (PD)
multipoles (even higher order than dipoles–quadru-
poles, etc.) are widely exploited in the usual few
atoms molecules quantum chemistry methods for
best fit to potential matrix charge derivations—
Merz–Kollman (MK) (38) CHelp (39). Such dipoles
and even higher order moments—quadrupoles are
often used to increase accuracy in solvation problems
(37,40). In essence, the algorithm fits atomic charges
to reproduce the molecular EP (MEP) at a number
of points around the molecule. The fitting stage has
as a preceding step MEP calculation at specified grid
points. Unlike standard quantum wave-function-
based methods, we employ mean-field approach
(described above, see Methods section) to calculate
MEP. Whatever method for computation of EP grid
is chosen, all procedures share common basis and
inherit analogous problems in the subsequent electric
moment calculation (37–41). In any case, numerical
difficulties emerge that might make it impossible to
perform the fitting unequivocally—i.e. resultant elec-
tric moment scalar value and vector orientations turn
out to be ambiguous. Singular value decomposition
(SVD) comes at a rescue: A=U S V�, where U and
V are unitary (orthonormal) matrices, V� is the con-
jugate transpose of V and S is diagonal whose ele-
ments are the singular values of the original matrix.
The separable form turns to be useful for certain
class of problems: A=Sj Hj=Sj �jUj�Vj, �j being
ordered singular values. It can be proved that no
rank-deficiency problems are encountered if the
least-squares fit is performed using pseudoinverses
calculated by singular value decomposition. The
pseudoinverse V+ of the matrix V with singular
value decomposition: V=U �V�, as a special
case—in eigen-value decomposition form:

� �� ¼ V� �U �U�V� ¼ Vð� ��ÞV ��� �

¼ U�V � V� �U� ¼ Uð���ÞU�

is represented by the following matrix expression:

�þ¼ V�þU� 4

where D
+ is the transpose of D with every non-zero

entry replaced by its reciprocal. The pseudoinverse is
at the heart of state of the art algorithms to solve
linear least squares problems. The intermediate
SVD step is a two-stage procedure. At first, a
Householder reflection is performed to reduce
matrix to bidiagonal form. Then a variant of ortho-
gonal decomposition—the QR is applied. DGESVD
routine in LAPACK (through Haskell code—see
Supplementary Material 3) was used.

(3) Next point gives access to another algorithm to
solve for MEP with explicit account for reaction field
effects—a finite difference Poisson–Boltzmann solver.
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Advanced non-linear Poisson–Boltzmann calculation
with special attention given to reaction field contribu-
tion—Born (solvation) term was applied:

r " rð Þr� r,pHð Þ
� �

¼� 4�� r,pHð Þ � �2sinh � r,pHð Þð Þ,

5

where �(r, pH)—pH-dependent charge density is
obtained by pH-dependent self-consistent iterative
procedure and used as input for numerical Poisson–
Boltzmann solver to obtain pH-dependent EP grid
�(r, pH); r is the standard ‘nabla’ operator from
vector calculus. The k is the reciprocal of Debye
length, which accounts for ionic strength and mea-
sures how fast EP drops by value in the environment
around protein molecule. As above, the potential dis-
tribution serves as input for SVD calculation of elec-
tric/dipole moments and electrostatic pH-dependent
free energy. Thus, we avoid false vacuum results for
electric moments deemed inadequate in the context of
realistic high-dielectric biophysical environment. It
comes as a surprise that such an obvious issue is
overlooked and no attempt has been made to relate
to protein electrostatics the full panoply of ideas in
biomolecular physics. It would be fascinating, and
perhaps enlightening to see what kind of molecular
interactions could emerge by accounting for these
effects in the framework of PHEMTO service pack.

Whatever mode for calculation is chosen the user can
define a range for pH values to ‘titrate’ electric/dipole
moments. Finally, the results are presented in tables for
scalar values (coordinate components and dipole vector
amplitudes). Such type of output can be readily used
for comparison or plotting (Figures S1–9, A and C). A
further step is the interactive visualization of the electric/
dipole moment vector in relation to protein 3D structure
(Figures S1–9, B) (see also representative visualization
results of electric/dipole moments in Supplementary
Material 2).

In silico electrostatics mutagenesis—the PHEMTO bonus

Decades of protein electrostatics practice and thousands
of simulation runs give us the confidence to undertake
in silico mutagenesis at the level of single charged amino
acids residues. We consider our electrostatics packages
ready to extend this intriguing field to a different perspec-
tive—charge mutants effects on fundamental molecular
electrostatics. At last, it can be applied to specific charge
sites mutagenesis effect on electric/dipole moments. We
consider importants to make explicit the meaning of a
charge mutant—elimination (ignoring) of a titratable site
in the self-consistent iterative procedure. Hard efforts were
invested in a direction so that PHEMTO Server is helpful
in this regard. What follows is a brief description of this
new functionality—the rich information our service is
going to provide with ease.

Embarking on mutagenesis mode branch of PHEMTO
workflow, the server launches two parallel electrostatics
self-consistent computations—one for native protein
structure and the other for mutant protein.
Correspondingly, intermediate electrostatics results sec-
tion is comprised of three panels—native, mutant, differ-
ential (‘mutant–native’). They all have common pattern—
intuitive way in organizing results. Our previous attempt
at communicating similar mode of calculation (however,
for native structure only) was described in a previous
publication of ours (9). Let us briefly enlist: (i) pH-depen-
dent protein net charge—Zel,mut(pH); (ii) difference curve
�Zel,mut(pH); (iii) proton population or degree of ion-
ization of each i-th ionic group—Si(pH); (iv) difference
curve—�Si(pH); (v) pH-dependent electrostatic energy
Eel,mut,i(pH) of interaction of each i-th ionic group
with whole multipole of partial and protonic/ionic
charges—individual sites and their sum; (vi) difference
curve �Eel,mut,i(pH); (vii) electrostatic free energy of
the mutated protein �Gel,mut(pH); and (viii) difference
curves—��Gel,mut(pH) (Figures S1–12, A–C).
The next stage of the in silico mutagensis workflow

bears resemblance to a normal run—a choice for mode
of electric/dipole moment computation (first, moment of
charge distribution, SVD of PHEI potential matrix, SVD
of Poisson–Boltzmann potential matrix) and pH range to
titrate. The vectors of electric/dipole mutated protein
structure are visualized in molecular viewer applet
(Implementation section; Supplementary Material 2).
Scalar values of vector amplitudes and coordinate compo-
nents (cartesian X, Y, Z) of electric/dipole moment vectors
are organized in tables with explicit pH dependence.
The user can organize this simple ASCII table data by
plotting it with their preferred graphics software.
Examples of ORIGIN plots are given in Figures S1–9,
A, C and others.

IMPLEMENTATION

The algorithms implementing electrostatics modeling and
computational algebra post-processing are written in
C/C++, Perl and Haskell functional language by one of
us (A.A.K.). C++ codes algorithms that are com-
putationally demanding (iterative Kirkwood–Tanford–
Roxby) style procedure as well as Poisson–Boltzmann
finite-difference equation solver (Supplementary Material
3). Perl excels at efficient and elegant protein structure
parsing and convenient data structure manipulation.
Functional programming language Haskell is proficient
at Advanced Computational Linear Algebra algorithms,
such as SVD employed in pseudo-inverse matrix
CHELPG-like procedure. The combination of efficiency
and expressivity is based on GSL Haskell framework
(Supplementary Material 3). The web implementation
itself is driven by CGI/PERL routines with Java employed
to run molecular viewer for interactive visualization of
dipole/electric moments relative to 3D protein structure.
This Java applet is part of Jmol applet molecular viewer
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distribution (http://jmol.sourceforge.net). PHEMTO
server expects as an input a coordinate file in Protein
Data Bank (PDB) format—either user supplied or just
as a PDB ID, following retrieval from our local PDB
database. PDB database is imaged at our server, so that
accession is easier and fast. Protein structure files, contain-
ing HETATM records, are given special attention—an
option is present to account for ligand/cofactors/ions
charge properties explicitly in the electrostatic interaction
calculation. As an additional asset, the user is given rele-
vant information about the protein molecule and warned
about certain inconsistencies in protein structure, that
might impact adversely ensuing calculation e.g. interrup-
tion in residue numbering, which influences electrostatics
through the appearance of terminal amino positive and
carboxy negative charge sites with intrinsic pKs. The user
is given the possibility to edit initial setup of ionogenic
groups (attention to cystein residues in disulfide bonds
and excluding covalently modified groups). This is accom-
plished by user-friendly panel selection of ionizable groups
that are going to be accounted for in the consequent
self-consistent electrostatic calculation, alleviating the
efforts of the user to customize input protein structure.
Direct edit of PDB file allows for a range of options
aimed at the advanced user: adding missing terminal
charges, fixed (non-titratable) integer or partial charges
and titratable groups with user defined pKa intrinsic.
We consider such rich-electrostatic setup a distinction
of our server PHEMTO. Reasonably, acquainted users
could address a number of important issues e.g. effects
of ligands, cofactors, inhibitors and ions. All other para-
meters used as input are predefined or automatically cal-
culated. These steps complete initial setup. Calculation
proceeds through aforementioned stages—evaluation of
accessibilities and Born term �pKBorn,i, perturbation
of pKa by partial charges �pKpar, I, and finally the iterative
procedure for self-consistent evaluation of titratable
�pKtit, i. For benchmark purpose, PHEMTO server pro-
vides an option for EP calculation by application
of numerical Poisson–Boltzmann equation solver
(Supplementary Material 3).
Dipole units used throughout current paper are CGS

debyes (D). Since, 1 D=(1� 10�18) statcoulomb centi-
meter. To convert e.Å units to debyes—use factor 4.803.
This number stems from the fact that 10�10 statcoulomb
(the old ESU unit) equals 0.4803 units of elementary
charge correspondent SI unit is Coulomb-meter,
but it seems inconveniently large. If conversion to
Coulomb-meter is needed for compatibility the following
relation can be applied: 1 D=3.33564� 10�30 Coulomb-
meter. If for some reason you need transition to atomic
units (as employed in quantum programs): 1 auEDM=
8.47835309� 10�30 Coulomb-meter.
Just for reminder—to estimate and compare free energy

�Gel(pH), the following energy conversion units were
used: 1 kcal=4.186 kJ=1.68 RT units (at 298K)=
0.735 pKa units. The units of ’i(pH) (in kcal/mole)=
43.176mV or 30.24 Coulomb-meter/m2.

Benchmarks and extensive tests

Proposed service is extensively tested and based on
long-term experience with these methods. It is compli-
ant with the accuracy requirements in protein com-
putational biophysics as well as consistent with
experimental data (pKa values accuracy is within �0.1
units, electrostatic free energy is within �0.6 kcal/mol
and electric/dipole moments should be rounded to inte-
gers). Described approaches were applied to diverse
class of protein molecules (see corresponding table
which is uploaded at PHEMTO server). Just to unveil
the curtain—have a look at Supplementary Material 2
that has a representative extract of visualized protein elec-
tric/dipole moments in gallery mode. In recent years,
wealth of information about protein dipole/electric
moments was accumulated through the application of
PHEMTO algorithms and pH-dependent mode of calcu-
lation (15,16).

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The server will be useful to anyone who needs fast and
detailed analysis of pH-dependent electric/dipole
moments, in silico charge mutagenesis effects on protein
electrostatic characteristics. At the same time, we work
towards extensions and new functionality. A concise list
follows:

� separating contribution from permanent and ionic
(pH-dependent) charges;
� eliciting interplay of dipole/electric moments in pro-

tein–protein recognition and structure formation;
� novel electrostatics docking algorithms, which have as

its basis electric/dipole moment estimation
� EP derived quadrupole moments by a modified SVD

procedure;
� elucidation of contribution coming from fragments,

domains and chains as well as secondary structure
elements electrostatics—in terms of electric/dipole
moments;
� estimation of electrostatic forces applied to the user

predefined elements of protein structure—e.g. at the
level of fragments, domains and chains (Figures S1–
11, A and B); and
� tools for bridging data from electro–optical experi-

ments with electric/dipole moment calculation.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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